Abstract-This paper presents a sphere marker-based registration system of 3D point cloud data (PCD) considering the demanding requirements of high accuracy in shipbuilding industry. In our system, we formulate the problem of aligning pairs of point clouds as Euclidean distance squared minimization energy function. Sphere centers of artificial markers are extracted and used for computing rigid transformations among pairs of point clouds. Sphere fitting and outlier removal algorithms are presented. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can robustly transform coordinates without the need of multiple iterations by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP). Our proposed unsymmetrical triangular configuration of three sphere markers largely improves our time efficiency. In the end, we proposed an innovative quantative marker-based evaluation method and applied it in real applications of shipbuilding blocks to demonstrate the high performance of our registration system by comparing with commercial PCD processing software.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D laser scanning is widely used in various applications including manufacturing, modeling, archeology and artifact designing. Due to line-of-sight constraints from mono static view of 3D laser scanner, multiple scans are needed to fully cover the large object of interest. Hence, registration becomes one of the fundamental steps to convert individual scans to one common coordinate system. Given pairs of point clouds in metric scale and correspondences in their overlapping areas, affine transformation matrix can then be computed.
In shipbuilding industry, one shipbuilding block may contain multiple pieces of metal plates varying from a few meters to tens of meters in length. Accuracy of registration results determine subsequent manufacturing processes like block data analysis, assembling plan making and block welding processes. Therefore, high accuracy of registration results has to be guaranteed. With increasing scan resolutions and data sizes in order to achieve more accurate results, there is also a need for reducing computation costs. Hence, computationally expensive registration methods are intractable. Although many registration computational methods exist, most of them are variants of solutions on solving Euclidean distance minimization problems between nearby points. State-of-art algorithms can be divided into two categories, i.e. fine and coarse registrations. The most well-known algorithm for fine registration is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) by Besl and McKay [1] . The algorithm alternates from finding correspondences based on closest points to computing resulting transformation errors until it converges to local minimum. Good initial estimates are essential for successful matching results. These starting estimates can be produced by exploiting correspondences based on features. Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed by Böhm and Becker achieves automatic registration [2] . Wang and Brenner extended their works by using additional geometry features to reduce number of outliers [3] . Weinmann et al. present a feature extraction method based on range and reflectance information of 3D PCD [4] , [5] . All these feature extractions are based on both conventional 2D feature descriptors and 3D PCD. By using 3D planar patches and normal distribution transformation (NDT) on 2D slices, Brenner et al. proposed a purely 3D PCD based coarse registration method [6] , [7] . Whereas markerless registration saves time, artificial marker-based registration can afford high accuracy and robustness [8] . In shipbuilding process, marker-based registration process is only necessary for the first time as long as the poses of laser scanners remain for the rest of the shipbuilding process. Craftsmen have the flexibility of positioning the artificial markers in the workspace. After completion of marker based registration process at the first time, transformation matrix among pairs of laser scanners are stored and artificial markers can be removed from the workspace. Craftsmen can proceed on normal registration process given the transformation matrix calculated at the first time.
This paper proposes an artificial marker based registration system. Detailed implementation is illustrated in Section II. Either region growing method described by Sun [9] or manual extraction of sphere surface is implemented. We can then use sphere fitting algorithms to extract sphere centers. Iterative outlier removals are required to refine the estimated positions of sphere centers until the estimated radius lies within the acceptable range. Principal components are computed for each laser scanner coordinate system. Finally, matrix operations are conducted to register one PCD to the other coordinate system. In the last part of Section II, we introduce an innovative and quantative sphere-based evaluation method. In the end, experimental results and discussions are provided in Section III with conclusions in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Sphere Surface Point Cloud Extraction
Highly reflective white sphere targets with 72.5mm in radius, as artificial markers, are designed. They are distributed within the overlapping field view of two laser scanners. These artificial sphere markers can be visually distinguished in PCD. The advantages of sphere markers are their symmetrical views from any laser scanner standpoints. By manually selecting one point on the sphere surface, region growing method developed by Sun [9] can be employed to extract surface point clouds with some adjustments of design parameters. Craftsmen are also able to manually select surface point cloud using PCD software and export the data into CSV format (6 columns Table II , III, IV in Section III
The boundary of the surface PCD is more error-prone than the central region of the surface PCD due to multipath effects. Hence, PCD on the surface boundary can be eliminated for achieving more accurate sphere center estimation results.
B. Sphere Fitting and Outlier Removal
Assume the given surface coordinates of a sphere are (x i , y i , z i ) and the unknown parameters are sphere center coordinates (x c , y c , z c ) and radius r, the relation between the observations and the unknowns can then be formulated as (1) Considering not all the observations are coplanar, the objective function is to minimize the error residual (2) where (3) and m refers to the total number of points collected from sphere surface. By using a closed form of the solution proposed by Alan Jennings [10] , this energy function can be solved as follows (4) (5) Hence, matrix A can be calculated as below (6) (7) From equation 3, let us define the squared distance r i as follows (8) Then (9) The solution for estimated sphere center is (10) Estimated radius r can then be computed as
The underlying uncertainty or errors introduced from laser scanner measurements have to be taken into account probabilistically. Given the designed dimension of sphere markers, the radius is 72.5mm in our case. We assume the Euclidean distances between the surface PCD and the estimated sphere center follow Gaussian distribution and those data points lying outside [r − 3σ, r + 3σ] are treated as outliers where σ is the standard deviation. Multiple iterations of sphere fitting and outlier removals are carried out until estimated radius converges within the acceptable range.
C. Rigid Transformation
Sphere centers in coordinate systems of laser scanner A and laser scanner B are obtained as the subsection above explains. The notations for both are as follows where each PA i or PB i denotes the sphere center coordinates in the coordinate frame of laser scanner A or B These target points can be used for standard Principal Components Analysis (PCA) after subtracting the average offset from the origin. PCA is a statistical procedure using orthogonal transformation to convert possibly correlated variables into a set of uncorrelated principal components. Since the configurations of sphere centers remain for both coordinate systems, the scaling factor is the same in both cases. We define the set of normalized eigenvectors corresponding from the largest eigenvalue to the smallest as VA(va 1 , va 2 , va 3 ) for 3D coordinate system of laser scanner A and VB(vb 1 , vb 2 , vb 3 ) for 3D coordinate system of laser scanner B respectively. Due to the bi-directionality of eigenvectors, correspondence between VA and VB as well as right hand rule (RHR) of coordinate systems are ensured by using multiple times of cross product checking rules.
where va i or vb i refer to the eigenvectors and n refers to the total number of extracted sphere centers. The rotation matrix from A to B can be computed as The rigid transformation parameters PA, R and t can be stored and used in future registration procedures.
D. Quantative Evaluation Method Using Sphere
Markers State of the art registration technologies seldom provide a quantative evaluation of results. One of the possible problems is that registration results are in point form. Hence, it is hard to find corresponding point matches between two registered point clusters and compute mismatch distances between them. On the other hand, registration performances are difficult to compare between two algorithms proposed by different papers due to various kinds of factors such as scanning resolutions, hardware specifications, and specific environmental setup. Here we are able to introduce a sphere marker-based evaluation method to resolve point-to-point problem by reconstructing a sphere marker based method on the registered point clusters. The estimated radius of the reconstructed sphere can then be compared with the real dimension of the sphere markers known beforehand (72.5mm in our case) and hence, we can obtain an error percentage. This standard evaluation approach has been tested by virtualizing two sphere surface PCDs and separating them with various distances. These two surface PCDs are centro-symmetric and acquired from the same sphere point cloud data. By varying the distance between these two surface PCDs along the direction of the average points of these two surface PCDs, it simulates the various performances of registration results. Detailed illustration of our evaluation algorithm is provided in Fig.  2 . 
A. Registration System Applied in Testing Field
The experimental setup in the testing field is shown in Fig. 1 . Seven sphere markers were positioned randomly. After manually extracting surface PCD, sphere fitting and iterative outlier removals are processed for each surface PCD. Given the sphere marker radius 72.5mm, error percentage of the final estimated sphere radius is computed. One of the sphere fitting result is shown in Fig.  6 . Five random points are iteratively selected from surface PCD and their estimated sphere centers are generated by using sphere fitting algorithm introduced before. Experimental results show that our estimated sphere center lies in the center of all possible sphere centers as shown in Fig. 7 .
Seven spheres are processed for computing rigid transformation. The transformation result of sphere center coordinates from the frame of laser scanner A to the frame of laser scanner B is shown in Fig. 8 . Final registration result of seven sphere markers is shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 with different views. 
B. Impacts of Number of Markers and Their
Configurations on Registration Performance Impacts of numbers of sphere markers and their various configurations on registration performances are explored. The experimental setup is the same as explained in Subsection III-A. Scanning resolutions and other environmental parameters are maintained the same throughout the experiments. In our case, four rounds of scans have been conducted in four different positions pos368, pos370, pos372 and pos375 as indicated in Table  I with same scanning resolutions 12.272mm and corresponding amplifying coefficient 8 times. By using the evaluation method introduced in Subsection II-D, we treat the scanning frame in pos372 as the common reference frame and all other scanning frames in respective positions, i.e. pos368, pos370, and pos375 are registered to this common reference frame. Registration results of individual balls have been recorded in error percentage (%) values shown in Table II, Table III, and  Table IV . In the end, we integrate all four scanning PCDs together and obtain the total registration results in Table  V.   TABLE I. NUMBER OF MARKERS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING LABELS  INDICATED IN FIGURE I FOR TABLE II From Table II, Table III, Table IV , it turns out the number of sphere markers used for computing rigid transformation is not directly related to the registration performance. Errors from the estimation of sphere centers propagate to rigid transformation processes which may lead to larger offsets with increasing numbers of markers. In order to simplify the registration process and avoid confusions in computing principal components, three sphere markers are recommended and they have to be placed in an unsymmetrical manner meaning the formed triangle cannot be isosceles. This unsymmetrical triangular configuration enables our registration process to operate with fast speed, easy operability and high robustness.
C. Application in Shipbuilding Block
We have tested our registration system in real applications of shipbuilding blocks. Figure 12 shows a shipbuilding block sample with 4 plates in stack from two laser scanners' view. The final result using our registration system is shown in Fig. 13 . By using the evaluation method introduced in Subsection II-D, we are able to compare our result with the one using Faro Scene where the two balls used for evaluations refer to the ones on the shipbuilding blocks. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an accurate sphere markerbased registration system in applications of shipbuilding blocks. In our system, the problem of aligning pairs of point clouds is formulated as Euclidean distance squared minimization energy function. Sphere fitting algorithm is employed to extract sphere centers for rigid transformations in later steps. Gaussian probabilistic model deals with detection and removal of outliers to improve accuracy. Unsymmetrical triangular configuration of three sphere markers is proposed to improve processing speed. PCA together with some algebraic operations can robustly transform coordinates. At last, we introduced an innovative sphere marker-based quantative evaluation method and demonstrated a few successful examples using our registration system to align different sets of PCD from laser scanners. The experimental result shows the advantages of our system in high accuracy compared with conventional featurebased registration methods in shipbuilding industry. To our best knowledge, this is the state-of-art simplest and most accurate registration system of 3D point cloud data in applications of shipbuilding blocks.
